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TripCase manages more than 30 million trips in 2014

Travelers flock to TripCase mobile app for its powerful capabilities and real-time tools

SOUTHLAKE, Texas, Dec. 31, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- TripCase, Sabre's award-winning travel management app, has managed 
more than 30 million trips in 2014, making it one of the fastest growing mobile travel apps. 

TripCase's rapid growth is being fueled by the launch of new, unique capabilities that travelers value, integrations with 
technology leaders like FourSquare, Pebble, Samsung and Checkmate - as well as broad adoption and usage by more than 
100,000 travel agents and 40 airlines. 

"At TripCase, we're changing how people use travel apps by seamlessly combining itinerary management with powerful, new 
features from TripCase as well as integrations with other popular technology services," said John Samuel, senior vice president 
of Sabre Traveler Solutions. "While many travelers are first drawn to TripCase for its simple, functional design and seamless 
data import, TripCase becomes indispensable as travelers discover the variety of tools and information that the app provides."  

In 2014, TripCase launched a host of new capabilities for travelers including integration with several wearable devices and 
platforms such as Samsung Gear S and Pebble; the launch of a tablet version for iPad; and new features that make it easy for 
travelers to share their travel itinerary with family, friends and co-workers. Some of the most popular TripCase features include: 

● Auto Import - Millions of travelers can automatically access their trip information in TripCase without having to upload or 
input their itinerary themselves, and they receive real-time updates and changes on flight information. 

● Real time alerts - TripCase actively monitors many aspects of the traveler's trip and notifies the traveler of any 
disruptions such as flight delays and gate changes. 

● Follower - Travelers can easily share their trip details with family or co-workers. Followers will see all the messages and 
information the travelers sees, so no more texting back and forth about a delayed flight. 

● Remember this place - Who hasn't stumbled upon a great restaurant, unique boutique or hole-in-the-wall bar while on 
a trip? Now TripCase users can remember these great finds by easily adding them to their trip with one click.

Today the majority of travel itineraries flowing through the TripCase system originate in North America. However, TripCase 
expects expanded international usage next year as it creates new capabilities for travelers in EMEA, Latin American and Asia-
Pacific regions.  

"TripCase will be bigger and better than ever in 2015 as we take the TripCase platform global, and add exciting and innovative 
new features," said Samuel.  

About Sabre Corporation

Sabre® Corporation (NASDAQ: SABR) is a leading technology provider to the global travel and tourism industry. Sabre's 
software, data, mobile and distribution solutions are used by hundreds of airlines and thousands of hotel properties to manage 
critical operations, such as passenger and guest reservations, revenue management, and flight, network and crew 
management. Sabre also operates a leading global travel marketplace, processing over $100 billion of estimated travel spend 
in 2013 by connecting travel suppliers to their most valued customers, the business traveler.  Headquartered in Southlake, 
Texas, USA, Sabre operates offices in approximately 60 countries around the world.   
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To view the original version on PR Newswire, visit:http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/tripcase-manages-more-than-30-
million-trips-in-2014-300014837.html 
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